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Fight for the Future supports the Residential Facial Recognition Ban (S.2478/A.322) and
urges the legislature to pass, and the Governor to sign, this bill.

Fight for the Future is a national digital rights nonprofit with over 3 million members. In recent
years we have engaged our supporters in campaigns calling for a ban on the use of facial recognition
and other biometric surveillance technologies by law enforcement, government agencies, and private
companies. FFTF leads the Ban Facial Recognition coalition of more than 40 racial justice and
human rights organizations.

This bill would prohibit any landlord from obtaining, retaining, accessing, or using, on any
residential premises, any facial recognition system or information obtained from or by the use of
such a system. The bill includes a provision establishing Attorney General enforcement and a private
right of action for those unlawfully subjected to facial recognition.

Facial recognition has no place in our homes. This technology opens tenants and their guests to
harassment and discriminatory eviction or exclusion, and it compromises their privacy. Facial
recognition systems discriminate against BIPOC, Muslim, immigrant, and LGBTQ+ New Yorkers.
Facial recognition algorithms are up to 100-times more error-prone when attempting to identify
young Black women compared to middle-aged white males.1 Facial recognition also typically assigns
each face it scans with one of only two labels—male or female—rendering transgender and
non-binary individuals invisible to the algorithm and making them susceptible to misidentification
and exclusion.2

The racial bias of facial recognition will inevitably impede residents from accessing their homes,
locking them out due to mismatches, and may even put them in danger by eliciting an unwarranted
law enforcement response. Without legal intervention, collection of biometric data can be forced
upon not just all residents, but any guests they have over as well, with Black, brown, Asian, and
gender non-conforming guests barred from visiting their friends due to facial recognition
mismatches.
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Landlords will abuse this technology to justify evicting tenants from rent-stabilized units because the
facial recognition system determines they were not at home often enough.3 In fact, vendors have
already begun to advertise this technology for such purposes.4 In public housing, its use has led to
residents being evicted for minor violations of policy. 5 One single mother was targeted after she
started night classes and asked her ex-husband to spend more time at her home watching their
children, causing her to be flagged for potentially violating the housing authority’s visitor policy.6

Allowing landlords to collect biometric information endangers everyone. In New York City,
landlords have been accused of sharing tenants’ most sensitive information—phone numbers,
photos, and even Social Security numbers—with immigration officials.7 To protect immigrant
communities in our city, we cannot let landlords have access to residents’ biometric data. Biometric
identifiers are frequently used for access to important public services like ID verification and
allocating public benefits. 8 This legislation is necessary to protect residents from hacking and
identity theft, as landlords cannot be trusted to implement sufficient protocol to store such sensitive
data securely.9 Unlike other personal identifiers like a social security number, biometric identifiers are
static and almost impossible to change.10 When a hacker acquires another person’s biometric data, it
puts them at risk for identity theft for the rest of their lives.11

Banning biometric surveillance in residences is essential to safeguard New Yorkers from losing their
homes or their ability to fully enjoy their rights as tenants. We urge the legislature to pass, and the
Governor to sign, the Residential Facial Recognition Ban (S.2478/A.322).
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